Dry eye is a common disease which affects a large portion of the population and harms their routine activities. Its diagnosis and monitoring require a battery of tests, each designed for different aspects. One of these clinical tests measures the quality of the tear film and is based on its appearance, which can be observed using the Doane interferometer. The manual process done by experts consists of classifying the interferometry images into one of the five categories considered. The variability existing in these images makes necessary the use of an automatic system for supporting dry eye diagnosis. In this research, a methodology to perform this classification automatically is presented. This methodology includes a color and texture analysis of the images, and also the use of feature selection methods to reduce image processing time. The effectiveness of the proposed methodology was demonstrated since it provides unbiased results with classification errors lower than 9%. Additionally, it saves time for experts and can work in real-time for clinical purposes.
INTRODUCTION
Dry eye syndrome, resulting from an inadequate tear film, is a prevalent disease which affects a wide range of population. It affects over 14% of 65+ age group according to one US study (Moss, 2000) , and over 30% of the same group in a population of Chinese subjects (Jie et al., 2008) . The percentage of European people affected by dry eye is quite similar. In Germany, for example, one in four patients consulting an ophthalmologist complains of the symptoms of dry eye (Brewitt and Sistani, 2001) . Many sufferers will require treatment and the potential cost is significant. Therefore, monitoring the effect of the different treatments is of great importance in order to ensure the maximum benefit to each patient (Bron, 2001) .
The tear film is a thin film formed by the tear fluid over the exposed ocular surface. It was classically defined by Wolff (E.Wolff, 1954) as a multi-layer structure which consists of an outer lipid layer, an intermediate aqueous layer, and a deep mucous layer. One aspect of tear film assessment is the evaluation of the lipid superficial layer (Guillon and Guillon, 1997; Thai et al., 2004) , since it plays an important role in the retention of the tear film by slowing evaporation. A deficiency of this layer may cause evaporative dry eye syndrome. Although this layer is transparent, interference fringes are created when light rays, reflecting off the previous surface, interfere with rays which have been reflected by the posterior surface (Freeman and Hull, 2003) . In this manner, both light and dark bands of interference can be observed. The number and spacing of these bands depend on the thickness of the lipid layer and the rate at which this changes (Freeman and Hull, 2003) .
The Doane tear film video interferometer (Doane, 1989) consists in a light source and an observation system which captured the appearance of the tear film using a video-based system. Using this interferometer, Thai et al. (Thai et al., 2004 ) measured the evaporation rate, thinning characteristics and lipid layer changes in the tear film. For this purpose, they proposed a grading system in order to classify tear film images into different categories.
Based on (Thai et al., 2004) , a new grading scale composed of five categories was proposed in (Remeseiro et al., nd) , since the use of a digital camera produced changes in the detail seen in the digital images. The variability in appearance of these categories resulted in a major intra-as well as inter-observer variations, and so a computer-based analysis was also presented in (Remeseiro et al., nd) . This previous re-search demonstrated that the interference phenomena can be characterized as color texture patterns, and so the manual process can be automated with the benefits of being faster and unaffected by subjective factors. A wide set of texture analysis techniques, color spaces and machine learning algorithms were analyzed. As a summary, the co-occurrence features method for texture extraction and the Lab color space produced the best results with maximum accuracy over 90%. Regarding the machine learning algorithms, an statistical comparison of classifiers was performed and the SVM was established as the most competitive method for the problem at hand. To the best knowledge of the authors, there are no more attempts in the literature to automatically analyze tear film images acquired with the Doane interferometer.
The problem with the approach proposed in (Remeseiro et al., nd) is that the time required to extract some of the texture features is too long for clinical purposes. Reducing processing time is a critical issue in this application, so feature selection techniques will be applied in this research in order to decrease the number of features and, as a consequence, the computational time. The proposed methodology will provide reliable results in a short period of time and so the system would be highly recommended for clinical use in dry eye diagnosis. This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the steps of the methodology, Section 3 explains the experimental study performed, Section 4 shows the results and discussion, and Section 5 includes the conclusions and future lines of research.
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The methodology proposed in this research is illustrated in Figure 1 , and aims at improving automatic human tear film classification. First, image processing is performed in order to obtain the quantitative vectors with the texture and the color information of the images. Second, feature selection methods are applied in order to select the subset of relevant features. Then, the classification step is performed and, finally, two performance measures are computed to evaluate the effectiveness of the methodology. Next, every stage will be explained in detail. 
Image Processing
The first step consists in processing an input image acquired with the Doane interferometer and, as a result, a quantitative vector of features is obtained. It is composed of three sub-steps: (1) the region of interest of an input image is extracted; (2) this region in RGB is converted to a specified color space; (3) each single channel of the transformed image is analyzed in terms of texture. As a result, a feature vector is generated.
In what follows, every step will be explained in depth.
Extraction of the Region of Interest
The input images, as depicted in Figure 2 (a), include an external area that does not contain useful information. Also, the most relevant information appears in the central part of the yellowish or greenish area, formed by the anterior surface of the tear film. This forces a pre-processing step aimed at extracting the region of interest (ROI) (Remeseiro et al., nd) . The relevant region of the image is characterized by green or yellow tonalities, and so only the green channel of the input image in RGB is considered. The background of the image is determined by finding those pixels whose gray level is less than a threshold:
where µ is the mean value of the gray levels of the image, σ is its standard deviation and p is a weight factor empirically determined. Once the background is identified, the central part of the rest of the image can be located in order to extract the final ROI (see Figure 2(b) ). Since some images include other irrelevant regions, such as eyelashes, the morphological operator of erosion (Gonzalez and Woods, 2008 ) is applied in order to eliminate them from further analysis. Next, a rectangle within the region identified above is selected and reduced by a pre-specified percentage. This region is likely to be free of irrelevant features and so, in most of cases, corresponds to the final ROI. However, a final step is needed in some cases: an iterative process to reduce the size of the ROI until no background areas remain.
Color Analysis
Some categories show different color characteristics and, for this reason, images were analyzed not only in grayscale but also using the Lab color space.
• A grayscale image represents the color as gray levels from black to white. In order to analyze the texture over grayscale images, the three channels of the ROI in RGB are converted into a single gray channel and its texture is subsequently extracted.
• The CIE 1976 L*a*b color space (McLaren, 1976 ) is a chromatic color space appropriate for texture analysis. Using the Lab color space entails converting the three channels of the ROI in RGB to the three components of Lab. Then, each component is individually analyzed in terms of texture and the final descriptor is the concatenation of these three individual descriptors.
Texture Analysis
Texture is used to characterize the interference patterns of the grading scale considered. As several methods for texture analysis could be applied, five popular techniques are tested in this research:
• Butterworth filters (Gonzalez and Woods, 2008) are frequency domain filters that have an approximately flat response in the bandpass frequency, which gradually decays in the stopband. The order of the filter defines the slope of the decay. A bank of Butterworth filters composed of 9 second order filters was used, with bandpass frequencies covering the whole frequency spectrum. The filter bank maps each input image to 9 output images, one per frequency band. Each output image was normalized separately and then a uniform histogram with non-equidistant bins was computed. Since 16-bin histograms were used, the feature vectors contain 16 components per filter.
• Gabor filters (Gabor, 1946) are complex exponential signals modulated by Gaussian functions. The parameters of Gabor filters define their shape, and represent their location in the spatial and frequency domains. A bank of 16 Gabor filters centered at 4 frequencies and 4 orientations was created. The filter bank maps each input image to 16 output images, one per frequency-orientation pair.
Using the same idea as in Butterworth filters, the descriptor of each output image is its uniform histogram with non-equidistant bins. Since 13-bin histograms were used in grayscale and 17-bin histograms were used in Lab, the feature vectors contain 13 and 17 components per filter, respectively.
• The discrete wavelet transform (Mallat, 1989) generates a set of wavelets by scaling and translating a mother wavelet. The wavelet decomposition of an image consists of applying these wavelets horizontally and vertically, generating 4 subimages (LL, LH, HL, HH) which are then subsampled by a factor of 2. Then, the process is repeated n − 1 times over the LL subimage, where n is the number of scales. A generalized Daubechies algorithm (Daubechies, 1992) was applied as the mother wavelet. The descriptor of an input image is constructed by calculating the mean and the absolute average deviation of the input and LL images, and the energy of the LH, HL and HH images. Since 8 scales were used, the feature vectors contain 42 components.
• Markov random fields generate a texture model by expressing the gray values of each pixel in an image as a function of the gray values in a neighborhood of the pixel. In order to generate the descriptor, the directional variances proposed in (Ç esmeli and Wang, 2001) were used. In this work, the neighborhood of a pixel is defined as the set of pixels within a Chebyshev distance d. Distances from 1 to 10 were considered and, for a distance d, the descriptor comprises 4d features.
• Co-occurrence features analysis (Haralick et al., 1973 ) is based on the computation of the conditional joint probabilities of all pairwise combinations of gray levels. For a given distance and an orientation, this method generates a set of gray level co-occurrence matrices and extracts several statistics from their elements. In general, the number of orientations and matrices for a distance d is 4d. A set of 14 statistics proposed in (Haralick et al., 1973) was computed from each cooccurrence matrix. The descriptor of an image consists of 2 properties, the mean and range across matrices of these statistics, thus obtaining a feature vector with 28 components per distance. Using the Chebyshev distance as in Markov random fields, distances from 1 to 17 were considered.
Feature Selection
Feature selection is a dimensionality reduction technique which consists of removing the irrelevant and redundant features in order to obtain a reduction in processing time without a degradation in performance (Guyon et al., 2006) . Among the different feature selection techniques that can be found in the literature, filters are used in this research for several reasons: (1) they are the least time-consuming, (2) they rely on the general characteristics of the training data, and (3) they are independent of the induction algorithm. In summary, filters are computationally simple and fast. Three filters were selected in this research based on previous works (Bolón-Canedo et al., 2013):
• Correlation-based feature selection (Hall, 1999) is a simple algorithm that ranks feature subsets according to a correlation based heuristic. The bias of this function is toward subsets that contain features that are highly correlated with the class and uncorrelated with each other. Irrelevant features should be ignored because they will have low correlation with the class; whilst redundant features should be discarded since they will be highly correlated with at least one of the remaining features.
• Consistency-based filter (Dash and Liu, 2003) evaluates the worth of a subset of features by the level of consistency in the class values when the instances are projected onto the subset of attributes. The algorithm generates a random subset S from the number of features in every round. If the number of features of S is lower than the best current set (S best ), the data with the features prescribed in S is checked against the inconsistency criterion. If its inconsistency rate is below a prespecified one, S becomes the new S best . The inconsistency criterion specifies to what extent the dimensionally reduced data can be accepted.
• INTERACT (Zhao and Liu, 2007) is a subset filter based on symmetrical uncertainty (SU) and the consistency contribution (CC), which is an indicator about how significantly the elimination of a feature will affect consistency. The algorithm is made up of two parts: (1) the features are ranked in descending order based on their SU values, and (2) the features are evaluated one by one starting from the end of the ranked feature list. If the CC of a feature is lower than an established threshold, the feature is removed, otherwise it is selected.
Classification
Once all the features are extracted from the ROI of a single image, the obtained descriptor has to be classified into one of the considered categories. For this task, a support vector machine (SVM) (Burges, 1998) is trained according to the results presented in (Remeseiro et al., nd). In the aforesaid paper, an statistical analysis of machine learning algorithms was performed, and the SVM was selected as the most competitive method for the problem at hand, compared with methods such as Naive Bayes or decision trees.
Performance Evaluation
After the SVM is trained, the performance of the system is evaluated in terms of two different measures of relevance to the problem in question:
• The classification error is computed as the percentage of incorrectly classified instances.
• The feature extraction time is computed as the time that the texture analysis methods take to extract the selected features from a single image. Note that this does include neither the time of training a classifier nor the time of performing feature selection, since they are off-line processes.
EXPERIMENTAL STUDY
The aim of this research is to present a methodology based on color texture analysis and feature selection to classify tear film images acquired with the Doane interferometer. This methodology is tested in order to improve previous results (Remeseiro et al., nd) . The materials and methods used in this research are presented in this section.
Data Source
In order to test the proposed methodology, a bank of images acquired from dry eye patients with average age 55 ± 16 was used. This dataset is publicly available in (VOPTICAL GCU, nd). All images in this bank have been annotated by two optometrists from the Department of Life Sciences, Glasgow Caledonian University (Glasgow, UK). The acquisition of the images was carried out with the Doane interferometer (Doane, 1989 ) and a digital PC-attached CMEX-1301 camera (CMEX-1301x, nd). The ImageFocus Capture and Analysis software (ImageFocus, nd) was used for image capture, and images were stored at a spatial resolution of 1280 × 1024 pixels in the RGB color space. Multiple images were taken for up to one minute and, due to the various artifacts associated with image capture, many of them were unsuitable for analysis. Therefore, optometrists selected only those images taken shortly after blinking, and when the eye was fully open.
The bank is composed of 106 images and includes samples from the five categories considered: 11 strong fringes, 25 coalescing strong fringes, 30 fine fringes, 26 coalescing fine fringes and 14 debris. These grades of interference patterns were defined by experimented optometrists in (Remeseiro et al., nd) , and are defined as follows (see Figure 3) : • Strong fringes. Obvious color fringes with an appearance of spreading across the cornea.
• Coalescing strong fringes. Obvious color fringes, but coalescing into islands of color.
• Fine fringes. Gray fringes with an appearance of spreading across the cornea.
• Coalescing fine fringes. Gray fringes, but coalescing into islands of gray.
• Debris. Obvious disturbances in the tear film, likely to be of varying origin.
Experimental Procedure
The experimental procedure is detailed as follows:
• Apply the five texture analysis methods (see Section 2.1.3) to the dataset of images using the two color spaces (see Section 2.1.2).
• Apply the three feature selection filters (see Section 2.2) to the dataset to obtain the subset of features that properly describe the problem at hand.
• Train a SVM (see Section 2.3) with radial basis kernel and automatic parameter estimation. A leave-one-out cross-validation was used, so the average error across all trials was computed.
• Evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed methodology in terms of two performance measures (see Section 2.4).
Experimentation was performed on an Intel R Core TM i5 CPU 760 @ 2.80GHz with RAM 4 GB.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results obtained with each color space (grayscale and Lab), each texture analysis method (Butterworth filters -BF, Gabor filters -GF, the discrete wavelet transform -DWT, Markov random fields -MRF, and co-occurrence features -CF), and each feature selection filter (correlation-based feature selection -CFS, consistency-based filter -Cons, and INTERACT -INT) will be analyzed in terms of the two performance measures described above (classification error and feature extraction time). Bear in mind that the column None in the tables of this section shows the results when no feature selection was performed. Also, as a leave-one-out cross-validation was performed, the error, the number of features, and the time for extracting them were computed as an average value. Table 1 shows the number of features selected by each of three feature selection filters. In average, CFS and INTERACT retain the 4.9% and 2.08% of the features, respectively; whilst consistency-based filter performed the most aggressive selection retaining only the 1.4% of the features. Table 2 shows the test errors for all color spaces, texture analysis methods and feature selection filters after applying the SVM classifier, where the best result for each combination appears highlighted. In general, all texture analysis techniques perform quite well providing results below 16% error. Regarding the texture and color analysis without performing feature selection, it can be seen that the use of color information slightly improves the results achieved when compared to grayscale analysis since some categories contain not only morphological features, but also color features. On the other hand, all texture extraction methods perform quite well, but co-occurrence features generate the best results, closely followed by Gabor filters. Despite the fact that Markov random fields use neighborhood information, as does co-occurrence features analysis, the Markov method does not perform as well because less information is included in the final descriptor. In essence, the combination of co-occurrence features and the INTERACT filter outperform the other methods, with the best result of 9.4% error using grayscale images. Regarding feature selection, it outperforms primal results in five out twelve pairwise combinations of color spaces and texture analysis techniques using CFS and IN-TERACT filters. However, the consistency-based filter produced a degradation in performance in all the combinations due to its aggressive selection. The automatic grading system for human tear films should provide results to the clinicians in a very brief period of time, since waiting too long in front of a computer could be a reason for rejection of its use. In this sense, applying feature selection methods to reduce the number of input attributes and, thus, the time needed for extracting texture features can be a key step in order to improve the automatic system. In this sense, Table 3 shows the times needed for analyzing color and texture information of one single image, where the best result for each combination appears highlighted. Notice that co-occurrence features has been known to be slow and, for this reason, an optimization of the method based on (Clausi and Jernigan, 1998 ) was used in this research.
According to Tables 2 and 3, the effectiveness of using feature selection is demonstrated since, in most cases, the time is significantly reduced without worsening the performance. In eleven out twelve pairwise combinations, the lowest times are obtained using the most aggressive algorithm, which is consistencybased filter, and in only one case INTERACT outperforms it. The maximum processing time that would be accepted in this clinical system is around 10 or 20 seconds, and only two methods for texture analysis can be rejected for this reason (Butterworth filters and Markov random fields). Furthermore, both discrete wavelet transform and co-occurrence features analysis take less than 1 second in providing results so the system could work in real-time using these two texture analysis techniques. Among all the combinations of methods, it is a very difficult task to select the best combination since two performance measures are considered. Although co-occurrence features analysis outperforms the other methods in terms of classification error and provides good results regarding feature extraction time, the Pareto front (Teich, 2001) for each alternative was computed in order to analyze the balance between error and time. In the context of multi-objective optimization, the Pareto front is defined as the set of points which are equally satisfying the constraints of the corresponding problem. Thus, selecting a solution in the Pareto front would imply to select a better solution than any outside the Pareto front. In this research, solutions are constrained to minimize both classification error and feature extraction time. Figure 4 shows the points in the Pareto front marked with a red circle. These three points correspond to: (1) co-occurrence features using grayscale images and INTERACT, (2) co-occurrence features using grayscale images and consistency-based filter, and (3) co-occurrence features using images in the Lab color space after applying the consistency-based filter. The selection of one of these three points will depend on if it is preferable to minimize either the error or the time for the problem at hand.
The three points in the Pareto front were analyzed in order to try to shed light on this issue. For reasons of simplicity, these three points will be referred with the numbers in Figure 4 . Using the combination (2), the number of features considered is approximately the same than using the combination (3) (4.49 and 4.3 features in average). However, the time needed for extracting these features is lower if the option (3) is considered (0.42 and 0.34 seconds in aver- (2), it can be seen that the number of features in (1) is almost 4 times the number of features in (2), whilst the time is 8 times greater. This fact lead us to a depth analysis of the features extracted with the co-occurrence features analysis, since the time needed for obtaining its features is not homogeneous. Features are vectorized in groups of 28 related to distances and channels in the color space. Each group of 28 features corresponds with the mean and range of 14 statistics across the co-occurrence matrices. Some experiments were performed on the time the method takes to compute each of the 14 statistics. Results disclosed that computing only the 14 th statistic, which corresponds with the maximal correlation coefficient (Haralick et al., 1973) , takes around 60% of the total time.
After this analysis focus on the individual features of the method proposed by Haralick, the aim here is to explore the impact of removing all the 14 th statistics. In this manner, Tables 4 and 5 show the classification error and the feature extraction time, respectively, for this experiment. From top to bottom, each cell contains the results previously obtained and the results if the 14 th statistics are excluded from each set of features. As can be seen in Table 4 , the error is reduced in three out eight combinations, and maintained in two out eight combinations. Regarding Table 5 , the time is reduced in seven out eight combinations and maintained in the other one. Thus, the exclusion of the 14 th statistic allows to improve the performance of the methodology. However, it is also important to remark the effectiveness of the INTERACT filter for selecting the most appropriate features since simply removing the 14 th statistics from the original set of features not only takes more time to perform feature extraction, but also produces worse results in terms of error. 
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH
An automatic grading system to measure the quality of human tear films was developed in previous research, but it requires a too long time for extracting some texture features. This time prevents the clinical use of the system, so the aim of this work is improving previous results focus on reducing the processing time. For this task, three of the most popular feature selection filters (correlation-based feature selection, consistency-based filter and INTERACT) were tested. Results obtained with this methodology surpass the previous approach in terms of processing time and, furthermore, improves slightly the accuracy of the system. In clinical terms, the importance of the proposed methodology lies in providing objective results in real-time, which saves time for experts who do the process by hand. Specifically, the system is able to automatically classify the images obtained using the Doane interferometer with an error lower 9% and a processing time under one second.
Future work will involve performing local analysis in order to segment one single tear film image in different categories. The motivation is that although some tear film images, from an individual subject, conformed to a single pattern, it was more common for them to be made up of a combination of different patterns. In addition, investigation of dynamic changes seen in the tear film during the inter-blink time interval would help in identifying subjects with poor tear film stability. 
